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Background: Interventions that enhance positive feelings are crucial for 
improving quality of life and overall survival of cancer patients. One remedy 
is the immersive Let’s Relax!TM virtual reality relaxation (VR-R) environment/s 
designed by IFGcure, to inspire an emotion-focused coping mechanism 
in cancer patients. Let’s Relax!TM environments are part of the IFG Virtual 
Wellness CenterTM.

Patients & Methods: Twelve normal volunteers and 26 cancer patient 
volunteers underwent VR-R training and used the Let’s Relax!TM VR-R 
environment/s for 5-30 minutes, after which patients were asked to fill out a 
quality of life questionnaire created by IFGcure/Sarcoma Oncology Center. The 
VR equipment consists of the Oculus Rift Head Mounted Display (HMD) that 
enables play of an interactive scenario or game that patients can experience 
from a first-person perspective (i.e., upon entering the interactive scenario, 
participants are transported into a virtual, 3D world).

Results: Safety Analysis: Two normal volunteers and five cancer patients 
experienced mild motion sickness. Efficacy Analysis shows the impressions 
that patients reportedly experienced during the VR-R intervention.

Conclusions: Taken together, the data support the premise that Let’s Relax!TM 
VR-R intervention is safe and may be efficacious in improving symptom 
distress and quality of life of cancer patients. A phase 1/2 study is planned 
to evaluate the safety and efficacy of the Let’s Relax!TM VR-R intervention in 
improving quality of life in a larger number of cancer patients.
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